
Unprepared Line Marking
– Sprayed

Sprayed floor marking is most often used in facilities that store in block
stacking configurations where products are placed on the floor in lanes or
in zones rather than on racking.

Our method of spraying concrete floors is more advanced than the type of floor spray which can be purchased from
catalogue suppliers in aerosol cans, due to the paint and machine.

Using specialist machinery and similar paint to that used in our tape and roller option, the spray machine applies floor
marking in the fastest way possible. This is very important when access time is restricted.

The edge of the line created by our machine is not as neat as tape and roller and the paint is not as hardwearing due to the
use of thinners, however for some facilities this is the ideal alternative providing a budget product and fast finish. Paint
applied in this way appears to have waves once cured, this is due to the force needed to spray such durable paint and is
not the paint failing.

We do not recommend this application where food or other absorbent stock is stored in exposed conditions. The machine 
is powered by a petrol motor and paint particles may become airborne and travel which have the potential to taint food
and product.
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Specified by ASG Services for use with:

Light 
forklift traffic

Medium 
forklift traffic

Heavy
forklift traffic
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Tape & Rollered Sprayed



Our vision is to be the supplier of choice for warehouse
and industrial identification, safety systems and associated
products, by offering clients a quality-driven, total
solution via multi-channel procurement methods.
“ “

Tony Gresty Managing Director _ ASG Services
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Labelling and 
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About us
At ASG Services we have gained an excellent reputation for providing the
most appropriate labelling and safety products to meet the specific
requirements of our customers.

By providing a range of products in each of our specialist fields we are able
to provide the optimum solution for every client from one source.

From our beginning over fifteen years ago we have been constantly
developing our products and services.

We have a considerable depth of knowledge in all labelling and industrial
floor marking and painting systems specific to the warehousing and
distribution industries.

Our success in developing line marking to provide personnel segregation
systems, is complemented by our other safety solutions which include
internal security mesh, safety signage, plus barrier and column protection.

Our unique product and service offering is very attractive to companies
looking to satisfy all their needs from a single source.

Location Labels

Floor Marking
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